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Abstract 
 

As the world trade has increased significantly over the past 50 years, safe and effective 

management of harbour system is becoming an important issue.  In particular, due to 

the increased complexity of harbour environment with various harbour facilities, 

berthing operation of ships takes much time and requires various technical supports 

from harbour masters, pilots and engineers.  In this point of view, precise prediction 

and practice of berthing operation are required and development of automatic 

simulation tool is requested for planning and managing effective harbour system. 

 

In this study, a novel methodology to control the heading angle and the speed of ships 

on the simulation of berthing operation is presented.  Particularly under the low 

advance speed of a ship, the simulation of ship movement and the application of 

mathematical models are challengeable objectives in the current research field.  

Through this study, the development of two different time-domain simulation 

programs using the PD (Proportional Derivative) control and the MPC (Model 

Predictive Control) is performed with two different mathematical models which are 

the normal MMG model and Kose’s model.  Furthermore, the model simulation is 

performed and the result is compared with previous works in different berthing 

conditions.  With various cases of simulation result, the statistical analysis is 

performed for defining the initial environment of efficient berthing operation.  This 

study is expected to provide an efficient time-domain simulation tool to harbour 

designers for planning and managing a harbour system cost-effectively and an 

opportunity to harbour masters and pilots for practicing and understanding the berthing 

operation in various harbour situations. 

 

To increase the accuracy on prediction of ship berthing operation, it is needed to 

analyse ship movement, in particular, with low advance speed and to develop an 

effective algorithm and controller for simulating the berthing operation accordingly. 
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1. Introduction 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

1.1 Preamble 

 

In this study, the methodology to control the heading angle and speed of ships on the 

simulation of berthing operation is presented.  Furthermore, it is studied to consider 

ship manoeuvring in low advance speed of a ship for simulation of berthing operation. 

 

Through this research, the development of time-domain simulation tool and the model 

simulation are performed, and the result is compared with previous works in different 

situations.  Furthermore, the statistical analysis is performed for defining the initial 

environment of efficient berthing operation.  This study is expected to provide an 

efficient simulation tool to harbour designers for planning and managing a harbour 

system cost-effectively and an opportunity to harbour masters and pilots for practicing 

and understanding the berthing operation in various harbour situations. 

 

 

1.2 Background and Motivation 

 

As world trade has been increasing these days, effective management of harbour 

system is becoming an important issue.  In particular, due to the increased complexity 

of harbour environment with various harbour facilities, berthing operation of ships 

takes much time and requires various technical supports from harbour masters, pilots 

and engineers.  In this point of view, precise prediction and practice of berthing 

operation are required and development of automatic simulation tool is requested for 

planning and managing effective harbour system. 

 

For increasing accuracy on prediction of berthing operation, it is needed to analyse 

ship movement particularly with low advance speed and to develop an effective 

algorithm and controller for simulating the berthing operation accordingly. 
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1.3 Research Aim and Objectives 

 

The present study aims to develop a fast and reliable numerical tool to simulate the 

manoeuvrability of ships during berthing operations in low advance speed of ships.  

To achieve this goal, the following objectives will be conducted in this study: 

 

a) To undertake a critical review of the relevant literature, aiming to understand 

the state-of-the-art in ship berthing operation and identify the research gaps; 

 

b) To propose a methodology for ship berthing control, with highlight on 

manoeuvring in low advance speed of a ship; 

 

c) To develop a fast and reliable numerical tool which can be widely used to 

simulate berthing operation of ships in various initial conditions including 

initial position, initial heading angle and initial speed of ships; 

 

d) To validate the developed numerical tool by using the result from Im and 

Hasegawa (2001); 

 

e) To conduct parametric study and to investigate the factors (mathematical 

model, control algorithm, manoeuvring speed, etc.) which will affect the 

simulation for berthing operation of ships; 

 

 

1.4 Structure of the Thesis 

 

The thesis is structured in seven chapters and a number of associated appendices.  A 

brief outline of the content of each chapter is given below: 

 

• Chapter 1 (Introduction), the current chapter, provides the background to the 

research described in the thesis and states the overall aim and specific 

objectives that constitute the focus of the research work. 
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• Chapter 2 (Critical Review), contains a critical review of current and emerging 

concepts for simulation of ship berthing operation with the key merits and 

drawbacks of each and concludes with the need to develop an integrated new 

approach. 

• Chapter 3 (Mathematical Model of Ship Berthing Manoeuvre) presents two 

different mathematical models for ship manoeuvring and explains how to apply 

the mathematical models for ship berthing operation. 

• Chapter 4 (Methodology), presents the methodological procedures and the 

complete design of the numerical experiments employed in this study. 

• Chapter 5 (Time-Domain Simulations of Ship Berthing Operation), presents 

the simulation results and analysis. 

• Chapter 6 (Discussion), contains an account of the contribution of the thesis to 

the field, critically discusses the outcome of the thesis on the basis of the 

objectives stated in Chapter 2, outlines the difficulties encountered and the 

manner in which these were handled, and based upon the discussion, provides 

recommendations for further research. 

• Chapter 7 (Conclusions), summarises the main conclusions of the research 

presented in the thesis. 
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2. Critical Review 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

2.1 Preamble 

 

The berthing operation has been highlighted as the most important procedure in ship 

manoeuvring and various approaches have been tried to improve safety and efficiency 

of ship berthing performance.  In this chapter, review of the previous work and the 

current methodologies of ship berthing operation and simulation are presented, based 

on the four categories as follows. 

 

a) Berthing operation 

b) Shallow water manoeuvring 

c) Manoeuvring control 

d) Summary 

 

 

2.2 Berthing Operation 

 

The research by Kasasbeh et al. (1993) was aimed to provide a complete simulation of 

a vessel automatically berthing in a generic port and to carry out a feasibility study of 

the hardware and software for a system to be installed on a small vessel for physical 

trial tests. 

 

It is a very difficult and complicated procedure, even for experienced ship mariners, 

to approach or leave a berth in a harbour.  In general, in the case of a large ship, such 

manoeuvres are achieved by appropriate assistance received from tugs, whereas the 

master of a small ship must control it without tugs. 

 

Automatic berthing was achieved in a series of stages.  In all but the final stage, the 

process consisted of steering towards an intermediate destination point determined by 
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the program.  In the final stage, the ship’s thrusters were used to move it sideways 

against the berth.  It was presumed that the berthing mechanism was activated when 

the ship arrived within a predetermined distance from the port, at which time control 

was handed over to the software.  The program, therefore, started with the ship at a 

typical start position.  The validity of the software could be further tested by moving 

the initial position of the ship and the ship’s initial heading (Kasasbeh et al., 1993) 

which is done in this thesis for more elaborate study. 

 

In the paper by Im and Hasegawa (2001), a parallel ANN (artificial neural networks) 

for the automatic berthing was discussed.  The controller had separated hidden layers 

and each controls an engine and a rudder respectively.  Simulations using MATLAB 

were performed with different initial conditions and the performance of separated 

hidden layer was compared with that of united hidden layer.  This paper shows some 

successful simulation cases with the newly designed ANN.  However, it does not 

explain exactly what is the problem caused by traditional approaches for berthing 

operation and how the new controller could make the improvement of berthing 

simulation in the point of naval architect and control.  A 260,000 tons of tanker was 

adopted for the paper, of which dynamics and details were explained in the research 

by Kose et al. in 1986. 

 

Furthermore, in the study by Ahmed and Kazuhiko (2015), the minimum time course 

changing manoeuvre was utilised to ensure consistency and a new concept named 

‘virtual window’ was introduced.  Such consistent teaching data were used to train two 

separate multi-layered feed forward neural networks for commanding rudder and 

propeller revolution output. 

 

On the other hand, a quasi-real-time method applicable to minimum-time approaching 

control for automatic berthing was proposed in the study by Mizuno et al. (2015).  The 

proposed system was composed of a multiple shooting algorithm based optimal 

berthing solution generator and a nonlinear model predictive controller for tracking to 

the optimal trajectory.  The multiple shooting algorithm was expected to generate the 
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approximate optimal solution considering the wind disturbance at the start point of the 

berthing, in a few minutes. 

 

On the other hand, the interest for automating ship berthing operation have made 

different trials even in the same base of controller.  In the study by Qiang et al. (2019), 

a robust neural network (NN) adaptive approach based on the navigation dynamic 

deep-rooted information (Papadimitrakis et al.) was proposed to reconstruct the 

lumped uncertainties caused by unknown ship dynamics and external disturbances.  

Meanwhile, the dynamic surface control (DSC) and the minimum learning parameter 

(MLP) techniques were used to reduce the computational load of the adaptive NN 

control scheme.  Considering the input saturation effects of control actuator, such as a 

rudder and a propeller, and the coupling characteristics of uncertainties, the approach 

integrated neural network weights, approximation errors and external disturbance term 

as the composite uncertain parameters, which was estimated online by parameter 

adaptive technique. 

 

In the recent study by Maki et al. (2019), the off-line automatic berthing problem was 

counted for the first step of study.  The optimal control problem was modelled as 

minimum-time problem and the collision risk with the berth was considered.  In the 

study, it was performed to apply the covariance matrix adaption evolution strategy 

(CMA-ES), which was considered state-of-the-art in evolutionary computation 

approaches for optimization of real-valued variables.  In the study, a propeller and a 

rudder were used only as control inputs and therefore, the degree of difficulty was 

significantly high.  It was noteworthy that preparation of a feasible initial control input 

was not required in the calculation process, which made the proposed procedure robust. 

 

As computer technology and programming tools are developed, ship manoeuvring is 

analysed more accurately and presented with simulation for understanding whole or 

part of ship movement.  In particular, the need of accurate prediction for ship moving 

in the harbour gives motivation for developing the simulation programme reflecting 

real sea and harbour conditions.  In this point of view, there have been various 
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approaches for simulating ship movement to be used not only in effective harbour 

management but also in safety improvement on channel design etc. 
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2.3 Shallow Water Manoeuvring 

 

In recent years, it is observed that the dimensions of ships, particularly for container 

ships, Ro-Ro vessels and LNG carriers, have been increased continuously to improve 

the cost-efficiency and the flow and the ship manoeuvring in harbours come to be 

influenced more and more by waterways restrictions.  A phenomenon that occurs on 

vessels in the area is ship squat, which may be defined as the sinkage and trimming of 

the ship due to the pressure changes along the ship length in shallow waters.  The trim 

change can be explained by hydrodynamic interactions between the ship and the 

bottom due to speed and pressure distribution change.  Large and fuller ships such as 

tankers and bulk carriers should pay extra attention when navigating in restricted 

waters.  The squat effect is directly related to ship dimensions, its speed and water 

depth (Serban and Panaitescu, 2015).  A case study of ship for shore interaction when 

a bulk carrier passes at different speeds through a narrow waterway in Suez Canal was 

performed using NTPRO 5000 navigational simulator by Serban and Panaitescu (2015) 

and the shore interaction and ship squat phenomenon were analysed. 

 

Furthermore, a case study through a novel test for ship manoeuvring in modern inland 

waterway was performed for provision of reference data for benchmarking of 

numerical methods by Mucha et al. (2017).  Hull geometry, main particulars and 

appendages for propulsion and manoeuvring were introduced and the results of 

resistance and propulsion model tests in shallow water condition were discussed in the 

study. 

 

For the berthing manoeuvre in shallow water, Lee et al. showed that the strength and 

position of the separated vortices are affected significantly by the water depth, which 

directly affects the hydrodynamic forces acting on the berthing ship. The bad-executed 

berthing condition could seriously damage the structure of the quay as well as the ship 

itself. Therefore, the accurate prediction of the hydrodynamic performance of the ship 

in berthing procedure is a prior requirement for the safety and the design of fender 

facility. 
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The prediction of hydrodynamic forces acting on the berthing ship is traditionally 

carried out by experimental method, which has a merit of accuracy. However, the 

experiment needs to take long time and high cost. Previously, a various of experiments 

were performed by Huang et al. to collect essential data for transient flow field 

encountered during the berthing operations. Furthermore, the towing tests were 

performed by Gerigk to investigate the effects of a distance to the berth and water 

depth on the performance of propellers. 

 

In the study by Wang et al. (2017), numerical simulation of the berthing manoeuvre of 

ship taking account of quay wall was performed. Furthermore, the results were 

compared with the data from the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysed by 

Toda. 

 

On the other hand, the noise levels of the ship were recorded from different types of 

ship in four heavily ship-trafficked marine areas in Denmark by Hermannsen et al. 

(2014). In the study, ship noise levels in shallow water in light of the potential impacts 

were evaluated. 

 

 

2.4 Manoeuvring Control 

 

The control Methodologies are reviewed with the following categories; 

 

• Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control 

• Fuzzy control 

• Fuzzy PID control (FPID) 

• Neural Network control 

• Model Predictive Control (MPC) 
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(1) Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) Controller 

 

The design of the PID control system depends on the choice of the three control 

constants Kp, Kd and Ki.  The control will be effective with the simultaneous use of all 

three constants with differential values.  If seen individually these constants have 

various effects on the system.  Kp reduces the time taken to reach the desired output, 

but it shows an overshoot.  Convergence is never achieved due to the presence of a 

steady error or an offset.  Ki is found useful in reducing the steady error or offset.  Ki 

sometimes pushes the transient response to unstable region.  Kd improves the stability 

by reducing the overshoot.  But the applicability of high frequency noise in 

hydrodynamics that a differentiator will amplify the noise and an integrator will 

suppress it is yet to be ascertained.  It may be assumed that in water high frequency 

signals will be attenuated to lower frequency range. 

 

There are some practical limitations in opting for certain values of the abovementioned 

constants.  It is difficult to turn the rudder to affect the immediate turning of the ship 

at a very fast rate because of the heavy damping provided by the surrounding fluid and 

inertia due to self-weight.  The rudder has a projected surface area, in proportion to the 

ships lateral area underwater, and its own inertia.  At the same time, a fin can be turned 

at faster rate than a rudder since the fin area is smaller compared to rudder.  Ship 

motion control by Perez (2005) can be referred for understanding fin actions to control 

roll motion.  But rudder turning rate can be improved by high power electro-hydraulic 

system of the steering gear.  In such case the installation cost becomes a bigger 

financial burden to the ship owner (Lee et al., 2009). 

 

Through the study by Lee et al. (2009), a good similarity between fuzzy and PID 

controls was seen from the simulation results and it means control based on fuzzy logic 

and PID are comparable excepting the fact that the linear acceleration in the lateral 

direction was twice the value in case of fuzzy logic control.  PID can be taken as a 

standard result as the fuzzy logic can be easily manipulated in its algorithm.  Algorithm 

based on PID is a proven technique in engineering. 
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PID seems to be more successful method compared to fuzzy logic if the respective 

constants are chosen.  For tune-invariant cases they are chosen by trial and error 

methods.  The accuracy of fuzzy logic control can be improved using more 

membership functions.  There is possibility for combining the two algorithms so that 

a new approach is feasible for ship motion control.  Such an algorithm can be useful 

for all new generation single hull ships (Lee et al., 2009). 

 

(2) Fuzzy Controller 

 

In seaway, the path or trajectory is constructed by using a set of way-points, which can 

be generated according to sail plan and weather data (minimum resistance or energy 

approach), or given manually as autopilot inputs.  In way-point tracking control 

problem, it is assumed that the ship is moving at a constant forward speed, and only 

the rudder is controllable.  The way-point tracking control problem is how to make the 

ship follow the path planned with the way-points by controlling the rudder. 

 

The way-point tracking controller has been improved over several years.  A tracking 

controller for special ship applications such as mine hunting and dredging has been 

developed, which is based on adaptive course controller.  LQG feedback combined 

with feed forward control approach to keep the ship to a desired trajectory was 

proposed by Holzhüter (1997).  The paper by Pettersen and Lefeber (2001) gave a yaw 

torque control law for ship way point tracking control problem based on a full state 

feedback control approach. 

 

Cheng et al. (2006) proposed a new approach to design the ship autopilot for the way-

point tracking control problem with fuzzy control method.  Intuitive comprehension 

of the ship behaviour and manipulations of human were used in designing of the fuzzy 

autopilot.  The human operator, the most successful intelligent controller available 

until now, is able to control the complicated process without knowledge of the process 

mathematical model.  Also, the human operator can learn to control many systems 

without prior knowledge of system response behaviour.  Based on human operator’s 
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manipulating experience, the control rules for tracking control and turning control 

were developed. 

 

Since only one control loop is needed, the fuzzy control algorithm greatly reduces the 

control parameters number, and also simplifies the control design process, and can be 

easily put into practical applications.  Simulation performed by Cheng et al. (2006) 

was implemented based on a warship model.  Way-point tracking results showed that 

the fuzzy autopilot implemented the way-point tracking control effectively and had 

satisfactory performance. 

 

When a ship passes dense traffic areas, narrow straits, harbour entrances, etc. economic 

factors are not as important as safety ones.  Therefore, in these cases the manoeuvring 

control and trajectory tracking strategies are employed to ensure the precise control of 

the ship’s motions.  The reference trajectory is usually defined by a supervisory 

guidance system or a human operator.  The control system used for tracking usually 

works in one of the two forms (Fossen, 1994): 

 

• Manoeuvring control (geometric and dynamic task) is performed with the 

small lateral velocities (crab movements).  In this condition, the rudder is 

almost ineffective.  Therefore, the vessel is controlled by the thrusters and the 

main engine working on small rpm set-points.  The regulator controls not only 

the geometrical position of the ship in relation to the reference trajectory but 

also the velocities of the hull.  In this case, the ship can move along the 

trajectory with the arbitrary heading angle and usually the difference between 

the longitudinal and the transversal velocities is not significant. 

 

• Trajectory tracking (geometric task) is using forward thrust of the main 

propeller for speed control and the rudder deflection to minimize cross tracking 

error.  In this case, the ship moves between the way-points with the heading as 

close as possible to the direction of the local segment of the reference trajectory.  

The longitudinal velocity of the ship is high in relation to the transversal one 

and is commonly close to the cruise speed of the vessel. 
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In the study presented by Gierusz et al. (2007), the regulator devoted to manoeuvring 

control was based on a robust systems technology and the fuzzy logic control system 

applied to solve a trajectory tracking problem.  The simulation model of the ship built 

with acceptable accuracy gave possibilities for creating the manoeuvring velocities 

controller based on the simulation trials instead of cost and time-consuming full-scale 

experiments.  The drawback of D-K iteration algorithm was the high order of the 

obtained controller, even after the order reduction procedure.  Therefore, it was 

difficult (or impossible) to give the physical interpretation of its coefficients.  In the 

case of a fuzzy logic system, the regulator controls the vessel on the basis of the 

knowledge of a human operator (experienced helmsman) and not on the basis of the 

mathematical model of the process.  Therefore, this regulator is more flexible to adapt 

its behaviour to the different vessels or vessel operating under different work 

conditions. 

 

While fuzzy control has emerged as an alternative to some conventional control 

schemes since it has shown success in some application areas (e.g., in train control and 

camera auto-focusing), there are several drawbacks to this approach: a) the design of 

fuzzy controllers is usually performed in an ad hoc manner where it is hard to justify 

the choice of some controller parameters (e.g., the membership functions), and b) the 

fuzzy controller constructed for the nominal plant may later perform inadequately if 

significant and unpredictable plant parameter variations occur. 

 

However, Layne and Passino (1993) presented a comparative analysis of the “fuzzy 

model reference learning controller” (FMRLC) and conventional “model reference 

adaptive control” (MRAC) for a cargo ship steering application through their paper.  

For the cargo ship steering application, the simulation results showed that the FMRLC 

has several potential advantages over MRAC including a) improved convergence rates, 

b) use of less control energy, c) enhanced disturbance rejection properties, and d) lack 

of dependence on a mathematical model (Layne and Passino, 1993). 
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(3) Fuzzy PID Controller (FPID) 

 

Fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) have good characteristics in zones with large errors of 

control, where the controllers can produce quick dynamic responses due to nonlinear 

characteristics.  When controllers work near stable points, the role of FLC is not 

sufficient, and a PID controller may have better effectiveness. 

 

A new method for constructing ship autopilots based on the combination of fuzzy logic 

control (FLC) and linear control theory (PID control) was presented by Le et al. (2004).  

Through the study it was clearly seen that, in comparison with the PID autopilot, the 

new FPID (Fuzzy PID) autopilot had several important features: 

 

• in general, ship heading error (or deflection of the ship heading angle from 

reference values) of the FPID autopilot was smaller than that of the PID 

autopilot; 

• times of over-correction and maximum values of overshoot of heading angle 

for the FPID autopilot were much more smaller than those of the PID autopilot. 

 

The new ship autopilot had the advantages of both the PID and FLC control 

methodologies: easy to construct, and optimal control laws could be established based 

on ship master knowledge.  The new autopilot was much more effective than the PID 

autopilot in course-keeping and course-changing manoeuvres. 

 

However, in order to be able to use the FPID autopilot in practice, several problems 

need to be solved.  Among them are: determination of the most suitable form for 

membership functions of the FPID controller, how to automatically design the 

membership functions and defuzzification laws for the autopilot, criteria for the 

optimal autopilot, and consideration of real aspects of the autopilot (Le et al., 2004). 
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(4) Neural Network Controller 

 

In the past, researchers have developed adaptive algorithms that cater for varying ship 

dynamic characteristics, the self-tuning regulator designed by Astrom and Wittenmark 

being a prime example (Åström and Wittenmark, 1973) (Burns, 1995).  Through the 

paper, Burns (1995) presented the study using an alternative approach, namely that of 

the multi-layered perceptron, a technique becoming widely used in artificial neural 

network architecture.  The main objective of the work was to see if a trained network 

can perform over a range of forward speeds as well as an optimal guidance system, 

whose parameters need to be re-calculated for each forward speed. 

 

The optimal guidance of a ship, say into the approaches of a port, may be considered 

as a multivariable control problem (Burns, 1989).  The deviation from the desired 

position, course, and speed must be corrected for by operation of the rudder(s) and 

main engine(s).  A feature of an optimal system was that it would seek to minimize a 

global parameter , called the cost function or performance index.  This was based 

upon the summation of the weighted errors over some time intervals, say, the time to 

complete the pilotage phase of the voyage.  In addition to minimizing the errors in the 

output parameters, the optimal controller attempted to minimize also the control effort, 

i.e., to keep to a minimum the rudder and engine activity. 

 

The results of this initial study demonstrated that a neural network may be trained from 

data provided by an optimal guidance system.  The trained network performed in a 

slightly sub-optimal manner—but had the advantage that it did not have to re-compute 

controller parameters for different forward speeds.  At this stage it was not known how 

the network would cope with another way-point configuration. 

 

The properties of multi-layer neural networks were not yet fully understood.  It would 

appear, however, that a ship guidance system was a potential application of the 

technique.  There is extensive scope for further research in this field, particularly in 

the design of unsupervised learning networks that adapt in an on-line manner. 

 

J
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Such a scheme could integrate the features of both the optimal control policy back 

propagation approach, whereby incremental changes in weightings were designed to 

produce a global minimum in a selected cost function, in this case linked to errors in 

position, heading, and speed. 

 

Furthermore, as already mentioned in the literature review, a discussion about a 

parallel ANN (artificial neural networks) for the automatic berthing was presented by 

Im and Hasegawa (2001). 

 

(5) Model Predictive Control 

 

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is an advanced method of process control to control 

a process while satisfying a set of constraints.  In particular, it has been used for process 

industries in chemical plants and oil refineries since the 1980s.  In recent years, various 

research works have been performed for MPC to be applied in different fields 

including manoeuvring control of cars and robots.  Although the MPC has not been 

used widely for ship manoeuvring yet, there have been efforts to find feasibility of 

application for ship control. 

 

Mizuno et al. (2015) presented a quasi real-time optimal control scheme for automatic 

berthing.  For having an optimal ship trajectory, minimum-time approaching control 

was used on ship manoeuvring and nonlinear MPC was employed for tracking to the 

optimal trajectory. 

 

On the other hand, a propeller and a rudder were used as control inputs to address an 

automatic berthing by Maki et al. (2020).  In the research, the optimal control problem 

was modelled as minimum-time problem and the collision risk with the berth was 

considered. 

 

Furthermore, Model Predictive Control has been tried to solve the collision avoidance 

of ships.  Sun et al. (2018) presented a method that is based on finite control set model 

predictive control (FCS-MPC).  A finite control set is generated by more practical 
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control commands: the thruster speed and propulsion angle of the unmanned surface 

vehicles (USV). 

 

Eriksen et al. (2019) presented a new algorithm for short-term maritime collision 

avoidance (COLAV) named the branching-course model predictive control (BC-MPC) 

algorithm.  The algorithm is designed to be robust with respect to noise on obstacle 

estimates, which is a significant source of disturbance when using exteroceptive 

sensors such as, for example, radars for obstacle detection and tracking.  Exteroceptive 

sensors do not require vessel-to-vessel communication, which enables COLAV toward 

vessels not equipped with, for example, automatic identification system transponders, 

in addition to increasing the robustness with respect to faulty information which may 

be provided by other vessels. 

 

Papadimitrakis et al. (2021) studied the multi-ship control problem using a model 

predictive controller that makes use of obstacle ship trajectory prediction models built 

on the RBF framework and is trained on real AIS data sourced from an open-source 

database. 

 

Zhao et al. (2018) presented an extensive analysis of the properties of different control 

horizon sets in an Extended Prediction Self-Adaptive Control (EPSAC) model 

predictive control framework.  Analysis was performed on the linear multivariable 

model of the steam/ water loop in large-scale watercraft/ ships.  The results indicated 

that larger control horizon values leaded to better loop performance, at the cost of 

computational complexity.  Hence, it was necessary to find a good trade-off between 

the performance of the system and allocated or available computational complexity.  

In the paper, this problem was explicitly treated as an optimization task, leading to the 

optimal control horizon sets for the steam/ water loop example.  Based on simulation 

results, it was concluded that specific tuning of control horizons outperformed the case 

when only a single valued control horizon was used for all the loops. 

 

Multi Input and Multi Output (MIMO) control is one of the advantages which can be 

achieved by MPC.  Gierusz and Rybczak (2020) presented synthesis methods for a 
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multidimensional Robust controller and a multidimensional LMI controller.  From 

their research, the experiments were performed on the lake and examples useful for 

examining both controller’s performance were presented. 

 

Liu et al. (2021) applied Model Predictive Control to synchronization control of 

dynamic positioning ships.  In their paper, a novel synchronization controller on 

account of model predictive control (MPC) for dynamic positioning (DP) ships was 

devised to achieve underway replenishment.  The underway replenishment was 

formulated into a leader-follower configuration.  A quasi-infinite horizon technique 

was employed to guarantee stability by designing an appropriate terminal cost function 

based on the Lyapunov theorem.  The simulation results showed that the follower 

could move along with the leader ship automatically from different initial points under 

disturbances, and the synchronization of velocities could be achieved; then, the key 

parameter of the MPC was investigated. 
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2.5 Summary 

 

The fundamental concepts and methodologies for simulation of ship berthing 

operation have been critically reviewed and analysed.  In particular, control 

methodologies for berthing procedure have been focused considering development of 

effective simulation programme and the main conclusions are as follows: 

 

a) Speed and heading control of ships is the critical issues to be addressed on 

berthing operation. 

 

b) In particular, rudder control in slow ship speed has been discussed as a main 

control problem to be overcome. 

 

c) Analysis of different mathematical models is needed. 

 

d) Various researches have been being performed with Fuzzy controller and 

Neural Network controller for replacing the traditional PID controller.  

However, both controllers are still unstable in certain conditions and also need 

to be verified with many different cases. 

 

From the review shown above, the control algorithm with considering different control 

methodologies needs to be found and the time-domain simulation programme of ship 

berthing operation presented in this thesis would contribute to the berthing simulation 

field with improving safety and effectiveness of berthing performance.  Furthermore, 

the ideal conditions to start berthing procedure of ships would be proposed through the 

simulation results with the statistical approach as well as kinematic analysis. 
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2.6 Research Gaps and Challenges 

 

As described above, PD controller has been used for simulating ship manoeuvring in 

many years. However, in particular, berthing operation of ship is still very difficult 

part to predict and development of simulation programme with new controller is 

needed to predict ship berthing operation accurately. Recent years, MPC controller has 

been used to simulate manoeuvring cars and robots but has not been tried for ships yet. 

In this research, the simulation programmes have been developed with MPC controller 

in addition to PD controller and simulation results have been compared for having 

improved solution in simulating ship berthing operation. 
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3. Mathematical Model of Ship Berthing 

Manoeuvre 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

3.1 Preamble 

 

In Chapter 3, a critical review of the mathematical models in berthing operation and 

simulation has been undertaken with the aim of highlighting deficient areas within the 

current methodologies.  In particular, various approaches with different controllers 

have been reviewed for recognising the drawbacks as well as the merits of each control 

system and providing the improved approach. 

 

The objective of this chapter is to explain the approach that has been followed in this 

thesis with reference to the mathematical model and application.  Through this chapter, 

the mathematical models for developing time-domain simulation programme of ship 

berthing operation are explained in detail. 
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3.2 Outline of the Approach 

 

There have been various trials to develop simulation tools for ship manoeuvring with 

different approaches.  The current approaches are mostly using human experience for 

ship berthing operation and a traditional PID controller for ship heading control.  

However, as ship speed must be decreasing and rudder angle is also changing to 

perform berthing procedure, development of effective control system and algorithm 

for ship speed and heading control has been one of the key issues which need to be 

solved. 

 

On this background, the approach adopted in this thesis has the following principal 

characteristics; 

 

• Improvement of simulation algorithm 

 

• Analysis of mathematical models for accurate simulation of berthing 

performance 

 

• Development of an improved time-domain simulation tools using two different 

controllers: PD control and Model Predictive Control 

 

•  Providing data with comparative analysis 

 

• Providing statistical analyses to suggest initial positions and heading angles of 

a ship for safe and effective berthing operation 

 

Through this approach, berthing operation is simulated with accurate control of ship 

speed and heading angle and the time-domain simulation programme will provide 

useful data for effective and safe berthing operation as well as for pilot-training.  

Furthermore, this procedure can provide useful information for designing an effective 

harbour system. 
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3.3 Modelling of Berthing Operation 

 

The ship is considered to be a rigid body with the three horizontal degrees of freedom 

of surge, sway, and yaw (Roseman, 1987).  Ship motions in the three vertical degrees 

of freedom of heave, roll, and pitch are assumed to be negligible in common with most 

manoeuvring studies.  The ship motions are measured with respect to the right-handed 

coordinate system (xs, ys, zs), fixed on the ship, with its origin O located at the 

intersection of the longitudinal plane of symmetry and the midship section (Zhang et 

al., 1997).   

 

Abkowitz (1964) makes the following assumptions: 

 

(1) Most ship manoeuvres can be described with a 3rd-order truncated Taylor 

expansion about the steady state condition u=u0. 

(2) Only 1st-order acceleration terms are considered. 

(3) Standard port/starboard symmetry simplifications except terms describing the 

constant force and moment arising from single-screw propeller. 

(4) The coupling between the acceleration and velocity terms is negligible. 
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3.4 Coordinate System and Motion Equation 
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Figure 3.1 Coordinate system 

 

The coordinate system for the mathematical model of ship manoeuvring is shown in 

Fig 3.1. The Earth-fixed frame is 𝑜0𝑥0𝑦0 and the local coordinate frame is fixed on the 

ship with positive 𝑥-axis pointing towards the bow and 𝑦-axis pointing towards the 

starboard. Furthermore, three degrees of freedom (DOF) for surge, sway and yaw 

motion of manoeuvring model in calm water is as follows. 

 

m(uĠ − vGrG) = XG                                             (3.1) 

m(vĠ + uGrG) = YG                                           (3.2) 

Izz ∙ rĠ = NG                                                 (3.3) 

 

(m +mx)u̇ − (m −my)vr = X                                  (3.4) 

(m +my)v̇ + (m +mx)ur = Y                                  (3.5) 

(Izz + Jzz)ṙ = N                                              (3.6) 
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Where m  is mass of the vessel. u, v  and r  are the surge, sway and yaw velocity 

respectively. 𝐼𝑧𝑧 is the moment of inertia in the horizontal plane. The superscript dot 

indicates the derivative with respect to the time of the corresponding quantities. X, Y 

and N are the external forces in surge, sway and yaw directions. In order to solve the 

above equation system, it is essential to find the external forces (moments) in the right-

hand side of the above equations. The external force consists of three components, 

namely the ship hull hydrodynamic force, propeller force and rudder force, which are 

expressed as 

 

X = XH + XP + XR                                           (3.7) 

Y = YH + YP + YR                                            (3.8) 

N = NH + NP + NR                                          (3.9) 

 

In which the subscripts H, P and R represent the ship hull, propeller and rudder. 

 

 

3.5 Hull 

 

(1) Kose’s model for low advance speed of ships 

 

XH
∗ = Xvr

∗ v∗r∗ + Xuu
∗ |u∗|u∗ + Xuvv

∗ u∗v∗2/U∗ + Xvvr
∗ |v∗|v∗r∗/U∗       (3.10) 

YH
∗ = Yv

∗v∗U∗ + Yvv
∗ |v∗|v∗ + Yvvvvv

∗ v∗5U∗3 + Yr
∗r∗ + Yur

∗ u∗r∗          (3.11) 

       +Yuvvru
∗v∗2r∗/U∗2 + Yvrr

∗ v∗r∗2/U∗ 

NH
∗ = Nuv

∗ u∗v∗ + Nr
∗r∗ + Nrrr

∗ r∗3 + Nur
∗ u∗r∗ + Nvvr

∗ v∗2r∗            (3.12) 

Where, 

X∗, Y∗ = X, Y/ (
ρ

2
L3g) , N∗ = N/

ρ

2
L4g                         (3.13) 

m∗ = m/ (
ρ

2
L3) , Izz

∗ = Izz/ (
ρ

2
L5)                           (3.14) 

u∗, v∗ = u, v/√Lg, r∗ = r/√L/g                             (3.15) 

u∗̇, v∗̇ = u̇, v̇/g, r∗̇ = ṙL/g                                   (3.16) 
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(2) MMG model 

 

XH = Xu̇u̇ + Xuu + (Xvr − Yv̇)vr + Xvvv
2 + Xrrr

2               (3.17) 

 

YH = Yv̇v̇ + Yṙṙ + Yvv + Yrr + Yvvvv
3                           (3.18) 

                                                       +Yvvrv
2r + Yvrrvr

2 + Yrrrr
3 

 

NH = Nv̇v̇ + Nṙṙ + Nvv + Nrr + Nvvvv
3                       (3.19) 

                                                         +Nvvrv
2r + Nvrrvr

2 + Nrrrr
3 

 

Where 

𝑋�̇�, 𝑋𝑢, 𝑋𝑣𝑣, 𝑋𝑣𝑟, 𝑌�̇�, 𝑋𝑟𝑟 , 𝑌�̇�, 𝑌𝑣, 𝑌𝑟 , 𝑋�̇�, 𝑌𝑣𝑣𝑣, 𝑌𝑣𝑣𝑟 , 𝑌𝑣𝑟𝑟 , 𝑁�̇� , 𝑁𝑣, 𝑁𝑟 , 𝑁𝑣𝑣𝑟 , 𝑁𝑣𝑟𝑟 , 𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑟  are 

the hydrodynamic derivatives, �̇�, �̇� and �̇� are derivatives of 𝑢, 𝑣 and 𝑟 with respect to 

the time. 

 

 

3.6 Propeller 

 

Propeller forces are estimated by the propeller rotation speed. When propelling ahead, 

the propeller force can be written as 

 

XP
∗ =

{
 

 
C1 + C2Js  (Js ≥ C10 and n > 0)

C8 + C9Js  (Jst < Js < C10 and n > 0)

C6 + C7Js  (Js ≥ C10 and n < 0)

C3  (Jst < Js < C10 and n < 0)

                     (3.20) 

 

YP
∗ = {

A1 + A2Js  (Jsyn ≤ Js < Jsyn0)

A3 + A4Js(Js < Jsyn)

A5  (Jsyn0 ≤ Js)

                              (3.21) 

 

NP
∗ = {

B1 + B2Js  (Jsyn ≤ Js < Jsyn0)

B3 + B4Js(Js < Jsyn)

B5  (Jsyn0 ≤ Js)

                                  (3.22) 
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Js =
U

nDP
                                                     (3.23) 

 

Table 3.1 Coefficients related to propeller reversing forces and moment 

A1 −0.079 × 10−3 C2 -0.200 

A2 7.99 × 10−3 C3 -0.251 

A3 −4.93 × 10−3 C6 -0.175 

A4 −5.87 × 10−3 C7 0.330 

A5 −0.558 × 10−3 C8 0.457 

B1 0.035 × 10−3 C9 0.408 

B2  0.035 × 10−3 C10 -0.233 

B3 −3.17 × 10−3 Jst -0.64 

B4 1.96 × 10−3 Ssyn -0.35 

B5 2.33 × 10−3 Jsyn0 0.225 × 10−3 

C1 0.315   

 

XP
∗ = XP/(ρn

2DP
2)                                               (3.24) 

YP
∗ = YP (

ρ

2
Ld(nDP)

2)⁄                                        (3.25) 

NP
∗ = NP (

ρ

2
L2d(nDP)

2)⁄                                      (3.26) 

 

 

3.7 Rudder 

 

The rudder forces can be derived from the normal force acting on the rudder surface 

as 

 

XR = −(1 − tR)FN sin δ                                      (3.27) 

YR = −(1 + aH)FN cos δ                                       (3.28) 

NR = −(xR + aHxH)FN cos δ                                 (3.29) 
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Where 𝛿 is the rudder angle, 𝑥𝐻  is the distance between the pressure center of the 

rudder and the yaw center of the hull, 𝑡𝑅 , 𝛼𝐻 and 𝑥𝑅 are the reduction parameters. 𝐹𝑁 

is the normal force acting on the rudder which is calculated as 

 

 

FN = {

ρ

2
ARfαUR

2 sin αR   (n ≥ 0)

0  (n < 0)
                           (3.30) 

 

fα =
6.13Λ

2.25+Λ
                                               (3.31) 

UR ≒ U                                                 (3.32) 

 

 

3.8 Manoeuvring Equation of Low Advance Speed 

 

(m +mx)u̇ = (m +my + Xvr)vr + Xuu|u|u + Xuvvuv
2 U⁄            (3.33) 

                                                +Xvvr|v|vr/U + XP − (1 − tR)FN sin δ − R  

(m +my)v̇ − Yṙṙ = YvvU + Yvv|v|v + Yvvvvvv
5U3 + Yrr              (3.34) 

                                                       +Yurur + Yuvvruv
2r U2⁄ + Yvrrvr

2 U⁄  

                                                       +YP − (1 + aH)FN cos δ 

(Izz + Jzz)ṙ − Nv̇v̇ = Nuvuv + Nrr + Nrrrr
3 + Nurur                     (3.35) 

                                                       +Nvvrv
2r + NP − (xR + aHxH)FN cos δ 

 

Where R is resistance 

 

my
∗ = my/ (

ρ

2
L2d) = π (

d

L
)
2
(1 + 0.16Cb

B

d
− 5.1 (

B

L
)
2
)            (3.36) 

Jzz
∗ = Jzz/ (

ρ

2
L4d) = π (

d

L
)
2
(
1

12
+ 0.017Cb

B

d
− 0.33 (

B

L
))           (3.37) 

Yṙ
∗ = Yṙ (

ρ

2
L3d)⁄ = −π(

d

L
)
2
(0.67

B

L
− 0.033 (

B

L
)
2
)                (3.38) 

Nv̇
∗ = Nv̇ (

ρ

2
L3d)⁄ = −π(

d

L
)
2
(1.1 (

B

L
) − 0.041 (

B

L
))               (3.39) 
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3.9 PD Control Algorithm 

 

The traditional PD controller is used in this simulation programme and the algorithm 

is as follows. 

 

ψLOS = a tan (
yt−y

xt−x
)                                             (3.40) 

δCTE = Kp1(ψCTE − ψ) + Kd1(0 − r)                             (3.41) 

δLOS = Kp2(ψLOS − ψ) + Kd2(0 − r)                             (3.42) 

dLOS = √(xt − x)2 + (yt − y)2                                    (3.43) 

dCTE = y − yt                                                  (3.44) 

λ =
dCTE

‖y0−yt‖
                                                      (3.45) 

δr = λδCTE + (1 − λ) ∙ δLOS                                      (3.46) 

 

(xt, yt)

x

y

dLOS

dCTE

ΨLOS

ΨCTE  ( = -90°) 

(x, y)

 

Figure 3.2 PD control algorithm 
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3.10 Model Predictive Control (MPC) 

 

As introduced in the previous chapter, Model Predictive Control has been used in 

process industries successfully as an advanced method of process control.  In this 

project, the MPC is used for developing an automatic time-domain simulation program 

for ship berthing operation along with the PD control and performs for generating 

optimal trajectory of a ship and following the path. 

 

 

3.11 Kose’s Mathematical Model in Model Predictive Control 

 

In the application of MPC for ship berthing operation, Kose’s mathematical model 

with vehicle speed 𝑈 is as follows. 

 

𝑈 = √𝑢2 + 𝑣2                                                   (3.47) 

 

(1) Surge 

 

𝑋 = (𝑚 +𝑚𝑌) × 𝑣 × 𝑟 + (
𝜌

2
× 𝐿2 × 𝑔) × 𝑋𝑣𝑟 × 𝑣 × 𝑟 + (

𝜌

2
× 𝐿2) × 𝑋𝑢𝑢 × |𝑢| × 𝑢 

+(
𝜌

2
× 𝐿2) × 𝑋𝑢𝑣𝑣 × 𝑢 ×

𝑣2

𝑈
+ (

𝜌

2
× 𝐿2 × 𝑔) × 𝑋𝑣𝑣𝑟 × |𝑣| × 𝑣 ×

𝑟

𝑈
 

                                                               +𝑋𝑟 + 𝑋𝑝                                             (3.48) 

 

(2) Sway 

 

𝑌 = (
𝜌

2
× 𝐿2) × 𝑌𝑣 × 𝑣 × 𝑈 + (

𝜌

2
× 𝐿2) × 𝑌𝑣𝑣 × |𝑣| × 𝑣 + (

𝜌

2×𝐿×𝑔3
) × 𝑌𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 × 𝑣

5 ×

𝑈3 + (
𝜌

2
× 𝐿

5

2 × 𝑔
3

2) × 𝑌𝑟 × 𝑟 

+(
𝜌

2
× 𝐿2 × 𝑔) × 𝑌𝑢𝑟 × 𝑢 × 𝑟 + (

𝜌

2
× 𝐿2 × 𝑔) × 𝑌𝑢𝑣𝑣𝑟 × 𝑢 × 𝑣

2 ×
𝑟

𝑈2
+

(
𝜌

2
× 𝐿2 × 𝑔2) × 𝑌𝑣𝑟𝑟 × 𝑣 ×

𝑟2

𝑢
 

+𝑌𝑟 + 𝑌𝑝                                                      (3.49) 
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(3) Yaw 

 

𝑁 = (
𝜌

2
× 𝐿3) × 𝑁𝑢𝑣 × 𝑢 × 𝑣 + (

𝜌

2
× 𝐿

7

2 × 𝑔
3

2) × 𝑁𝑟 × 𝑟 + (
𝜌

2
× 𝐿

5

2 × 𝑔
5

2) × 𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑟 ×

𝑟3 

+(
𝜌

2
× 𝐿3 × 𝑔) × 𝑁𝑢𝑟 × 𝑢 × 𝑟 + (

𝜌

2
× 𝐿

5

2 × 𝑔
1

2) × 𝑁𝑣𝑣𝑟 × 𝑣
2 × 𝑟 

+𝑁𝑟 + 𝑁𝑝                                                (3.50) 

 

(4) State-space 

 

Equations of motion for a manoeuvring at low advance speed are given as the 

following system of three scalar equations: 

 

(𝑚 +𝑚𝑥)�̇� − (𝑚 −𝑚𝑦)𝑣𝑟 = 𝑋                                 (3.51) 

(𝑚 +𝑚𝑦)�̇� + (𝑚 +𝑚𝑥)𝑢𝑟 = 𝑌                                 (3.52) 

(𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐽𝑧𝑧)�̇� = 𝑁                                 (3.53) 

Where, 

𝑚: mass of the ship 

𝑚𝑥, 𝑚𝑦: added mass in surge and sway, respectively 

𝐼𝑧𝑧: ship’s moment of inertia 

𝐽𝑧𝑧: propeller’s moment of inertia 

𝑋 : sum of the hydrodynamic (hull), propeller and rudder forces along the x-axis 

(inertial system of reference) 

𝑌 : sum of the hydrodynamic (hull), propeller and rudder forces along the y-axis 

(inertial system of reference) 

𝑁: sum of the hydrodynamic (hull), propeller and rudder moments about the z-axis 

(inertial system of reference) 

𝑢: velocity along the x-axis (inertial system of reference) 

𝑣: velocity along the y-axis (inertial system of reference) 

𝑟: angular velocity about z-axis (inertial system of reference) 
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The above system of scalar equations can be written in a matrix form 𝑀�̈� = 𝑓, where 

𝑀 is an inertia matrix, 𝑀 = [

𝑚 +𝑚𝑥 0 0
0 𝑚 +𝑚𝑦 0

0 0 𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐽𝑧𝑧

], 

�̈� = [�̇� �̇� �̇�]𝑇 is a vector of generalised accelerations and 

𝑓 = [𝑋 + (𝑚 −𝑚𝑦)𝑣𝑟 𝑌 − (𝑚 +𝑚𝑥)𝑢𝑟 𝑁] is a vector of the external forces 

 

[

𝑚 +𝑚𝑥 0 0
0 𝑚 +𝑚𝑦 0

0 0 𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐽𝑧𝑧

] [
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
] = [

𝑋 + (𝑚 −𝑚𝑦)𝑣𝑟

𝑌 − (𝑚 +𝑚𝑥)𝑢𝑟
𝑁

]                   (3.54) 

 

Multiplying both sides of the above equation by the inverse of the inertia matrix, 𝑀−1 

allows to express the accelerations as 

[
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
] = [

(𝑋 + (𝑚 −𝑚𝑦)𝑣𝑟)(𝑚 +𝑚𝑥)
−1

(𝑌 − (𝑚 +𝑚𝑥)𝑢𝑟)(𝑚 +𝑚𝑦)
−1

𝑁(𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐽𝑧𝑧)
−1

]                           (3.55) 

 

Taking into account that [�̇� �̇� �̇�]𝑇 = [𝑢 𝑣 𝑟]𝑇 it is possible to express the time-

derivative of the state vector 𝑋 = [𝑢 𝑣 𝑟 𝑥0 𝑦0 𝜓]𝑇 as 

 

�̇� =

[
 
 
 
 
 
�̇�
�̇�
�̇�
𝑥0̇
𝑦0̇
�̇� ]
 
 
 
 
 

=

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
(𝑋𝐻 + 𝑋𝑃 + 𝑋𝑅 + 𝛼1𝑢 + 𝛼2𝑢

2 + (𝑚 −𝑚𝑦)𝑣𝑟)(𝑚 +𝑚𝑥)
−1

(𝑌𝐻 + 𝑌𝑅 − (𝑚 +𝑚𝑥)𝑢𝑟)(𝑚 +𝑚𝑦)
−1

(𝑁𝐻 + 𝑁𝑅)(𝐼𝑧𝑧 + 𝐽𝑧𝑧)
−1

𝑢 cos𝜓 − 𝑣 sin𝜓
𝑢 sin𝜓 + 𝑣 cos𝜓

𝑟 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

      (3.56) 

 

Where 𝑥0 and 𝑦0 are coordinates of the centre of gravity of the ship within the Earth-

fixed coordinate system and 𝜓 is the yaw angle. 
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4. Methodology 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

4.1 Preamble 

 

This chapter presents the methodology employed in this study, including collection of 

information on berthing operation, development of simulation programmes, and data 

analyses based on experimental design.  Firstly, wide range of subjects related with 

berthing operation were collected and discussed in the previous chapters, with purpose 

of solving the stated problems in this study.  Most of information was retrieved in the 

literature such as Journal of Ocean Engineering, Journal of Navigation, etc.  Further, 

ship berthing operation was observed in Aberdeen Harbour, Scotland.  And Korea 

Maritime University in the Republic of Korea was visited to meet and discuss with 

professors who had been engaged in the berthing operation job. 

 

Secondly, simulation programmes are verified by comparing the numerical and 

analytical solutions and by testing the trajectory of ship turning circle, and yaw rate 

and speed of the model ship.  And PD control algorithm is developed to compare the 

two mathematical models of Kose and normal MMG.  In addition, the PD control 

algorithm is compared with the ANN of Hasegawa.  This process was primarily done 

in the computer laboratory of the department of naval architecture and ocean 

engineering in Busan National University, located in south coast of the Republic of 

Korea, as the computer was utilized for performing simulation and analysing the 

output.  

 

Thirdly, the complete design of the experiment is illustrated to get proper output.  

Research hypotheses are also postulated for the purpose of investigating the 

comparative performance of the two mathematical models which were deeply 

discussed in the previous chapter.  In order to conduct the statistical analyses of the 

simulation data, this research employs formal statistical procedures including the 

analysis of variance. 
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4.2 Initial Simulation Programme 

 

The initial simulation programme is developed, using Matlab which is proper in this 

study.  This language is characterised by stability to give experimental output such as 

graphical and numerical data.  Under Kose’s mathematical model, the PD control 

algorithm is compared with the ANN algorithm from Hasegawa. 

 

4.2.1 Comparison of Numerical and Analytical Solutions 

 

As the first step for developing the programme of ship berthing operation, the basic 

formula of motion equation has been programmed with both of the analytical way and 

the numerical way and the results have been compared.  In particular, for the numerical 

calculation, two different programme codes for integration have been used and 

compared.  Through the comparison and analysis of the results in this stage, it is 

verified that the initial programming for simple motion equation is working properly. 

 

The initial equation is given as follows. 

 

tFtf 8.0cos)( 0=                                              (4.1) 

where,                                              
1,1,1

8.0,10

===

==

kcm

wF
 

 

The coefficient, m is mass coefficient, c is damping coefficient and k is spring 

coefficient, and the initial condition is 10,1)0( 0 == xx  .  The simulation period is 30 

seconds with starting time of 0 second, and finishing time of 30 seconds with time 

interval of 0.3 second. 

 

As integration codes, the two modules of ‘ode 45’ and ‘oderk’ have been used in 

Matlab programming for verification purpose.  Figure 4.1 shows the simulation results 

for harmonic vibration of 1 DOF (degree of freedom) system with Runge-Kutta 4th-

order method. 
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Figure 4.1 Harmonic vibration of 1 DOF (a) Analytical result (time step: 0.3 

seconds) (b) Numerical result (ode 45, time step: default) (c) Numerical result 

(oderk, time step 0.3 seconds) 

 

As shown in figure 4.1, the numerical programming presents good performance and 

the results of (b) and (c) are well-matched with the analytical result of (a). 

 

4.2.2 Ship Turning Circle 

 

As the second step, ship turning circle test is one of the most important and basic 

procedures for checking the manoeuvring performance.  In particular, this simulation 

shows rudder performance with heading angle clearly.  The simulation test has been 

performed with the mariner class vessel with the constant rudder angle deg35−=R  

applied at t = 50 sec. 
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Figure 4.2 Trajectory of ship turning circle 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Yaw rate and speed for Mariner class vessel 
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As shown in figure 4.2, the trajectory of ship turning circle test is successfully 

simulated, and yaw rate and speed of the model ship are found valid as presented in 

figure 4.3. 

 

 

4.3 Experimental Design of Simulation Programme Using PD Controller 

 

The design for numerical experiment of simulation program using PD controller is 

explained.  For this study, simulations have been performed with a model of tanker 

ship and the ship particulars are presented in table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1 Ship particulars 

Length L 304.0 m 

Breadth B 52.5 m 

Mean draught d 17.4 m 

Block coefficient Cb 0.827 

Mass m 2.350 × 108 kg 

Moment of inertia Izz 1.018 × 1012 kgm2 

Wetted surface area S 2.259 × 104 m2 

Propeller diameter DP 8.5 m 

Rudder area AR 98.0 m2 

Rudder height h 12.94 m 

Rudder aspect ratio ΛR 1.709 

 

4.3.1 The Scheme of Simulation 

 

Based on the initial programme, the simulation programme using PD controller is 

developed, considering the two mathematical models of Kose and MMG.  As stated in 

the first chapter, the three constituent elements were considered in the experimental 

design as follows: problem factors, measure of performance evaluation and simulation 

time. 
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Firstly, the two problem factors were considered such as starting point and initial 

heading angle in the experimental design.  The combination of the two factors 

obviously influences the quality of the performance.  In order to find the proper range 

of heading angles, 20 cases of initial heading angle were randomly chosen between -

180 degrees and +180 degrees.  As a result, this study could determine the range from 

0 to -90 degrees and divide it into three areas as shown in Figure 4.4. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Berthing simulation with 20 random cases of initial heading angle of 

ship (range of heading angle from -180 to +180 degrees, simulation time 550 

seconds, initial position of ship (-3L, 5L), initial speed of ship 3 m/s, model ship: 

tanker, Kose's model) 

 

Based on the observation of practical berthing operations, the starting point was 

defined in terms of the length of tanker ship from the point of berthing place.  The 

experimental levels were designated as (-3L, 5L), (-5L, 3L), (-5L, 4L), and (-6L, 2L) 

in the coordinate system.  Further, the initial heading angles included three factor 

levels such as [0 ~ -30], [-30 ~ -60], and [-60 ~ -90].  Thus, the experimental levels of 

the two factors were determined as follows in table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Experimental level of the factors 

Factor Level 

Starting point 1) (-3L, 5L), (-5L, 3L), (-5L, 4L), (-6L,2L) 

Initial heading angles2) [0 ~ -30], [-30 ~ -60], [-60 ~ -90] 

1) L denotes the length of ship. 

2) tangent degrees 

 

A fixed set of 12 (4 × 3) treatments was obtained by determining all combinations of 

the factor levels of the two ways. 

 

Secondly, in order to compare the quality of algorithm performance, the simulation 

results of berthing operation were analysed in the experimental design.  As the arrival 

point targeted by the ship, a circle was depicted, its radius being a length of the model 

ship.  If the simulated ship was judged to arrive within the circle, the result was 

considered successful within given simulation time.  If not, unsuccessful. 

 

Thirdly, the berthing problem is concerned with the ‘safe landing’ to be operated under 

the time efficiency.  Practically, the solution of such problems requires a reasonable 

amount of computational time.  Simulation time was firstly limited to 550 seconds and 

then extended to 650 seconds in order to find successful operations. 

 

Considering the three constituents, a simulation program is developed by the 

researcher using Matlab language which is widely employed in engineering fields.  

Assuming uniform distribution, random number was generated in the range of the 

heading angles. 

 

Test data was generated using an IBM computer.  The simulation program was 

developed to introduce Kose and MMG model, respectively.  The two mathematical 

programming models were implemented onto the simulator.  The program was found 

to be able to solve optimization problems in the above-mentioned simulation times. 
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4.3.2 Design of the Numerical Experiments 

 

The complete experimental design is illustrated in table 4.3, which describes the 

experimental design for evaluating the quality of the two mathematical models 

producing success of berthing operation under the two types of simulation time of 550 

and 650 seconds, respectively. 

 

Table 4.3 Layout of the experimental design for the two models 

Starting 

Point 

Initial 

Heading 

Angles 

Simulation time 

(550 seconds) 

Simulation time 

(650 seconds) 

Kose 

(10 vectors 

for each 

cell) 

MMG 

(10 vectors 

for each 

cell) 

Kose 

(30 vectors 

for each 

cell) 

Kose 

(30 vectors 

for each 

cell) 

(-3L, 5L) [0 ~ -30]     

(-3L, 5L) [-30 ~ -60]     

(-3L, 5L) [-60 ~ -90]     

(-5L, 3L) [0 ~ -30]     

(-5L, 3L) [-30 ~ -60]     

(-5L, 3L) [-60 ~ -90]     

(-5L, 4L) [0 ~ -30]     

(-5L, 4L) [-30 ~ -60]     

(-5L, 4L) [-60 ~ -90]     

(-6L, 2L) [0 ~ -30]     

(-6L, 2L) [-30 ~ -60]     

(-6L, 2L) [-60 ~ -90]     

 

As an initial step, the resulting performance was deliberately analysed to make 

judgement on its successful berthing operation.  That is, the number of successful cases 

was counted for each cell to allow easy comparisons under the two types of time.  As 

an example, table 4.4 shows the case of Kose’s model of 10 vectors under the 

simulation time of 550 seconds. 
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The Kose’s model shows that the total number of successes is 21 of 120 cases, 

explaining only 17.5 % success rate.  The performance was not good enough in all 

cases except the initial heading angles of [-30 ~ -60] and [-60 ~ -90] when the starting 

point was set at (-3L, 5L).  Full version of results is to be indicated in the next chapter. 

 

Table 4.4 Results of Kose's model of 10 vectors under the simulation time of 550 

seconds 

Starting Point 
Initial Heading Angles 

[0 ~ -30] [-30 ~ -60] [-60 ~ -90] Sum 

(-3L, 5L) 1 10 10 21 

(-5L, 3L) 0 0 0 0 

(-5L, 4L) 0 0 0 0 

(-6L, 2L) 0 0 0 0 

Sum 1 10 10 21 

 

4.3.3 Hypotheses Test 

 

The two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) tool was employed to make mean 

comparison by testing the following research hypothesis: there are differences in mean 

successful operations between the two models.  Its purpose is to statistically   

investigate the comparative abilities of the two models.  The hypothesis test was done 

for the 10 vectors and 30 vectors, respectively.  Accepting or rejecting the hypothesis 

depends on the critical value of t statistic.  In the test, a significance level of 0.05 was 

used. 

 

 

4.4 Comparison of PD and ANN Controllers 

 

To propose the reference of the simulation program, the PD control algorithm is 

compared with the ANN of Hasegawa under the Kose’s mathematical model in terms 

of trajectory, rudder angle and speed of the model ship.  The detailed comparison and 

result will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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4.5 Simulation using Model Predictive Control 

 

To extend the development of a simulation program with a different control algorithm 

and to study the feasibility on the simulation of ship berthing operation, the Model 

Predictive Control is used with Kose’s mathematical model and simulations are 

performed.  Through the simulations, generating optimal trajectory and following the 

path will be analysed in the next chapter. 

 

 

4.6 Closure 

 

This chapter presents the research methodology utilised in conducting the 

investigation.  It specifies the experimental design in terms of problem factors, 

performance and success rate.  Next, two types of simulation times were set to compare 

of effectiveness of Kose’s and MMG models.  Furthermore, the PD control algorithm 

was compared with the ANN of Hasegawa.  The methodological data collection and 

testing techniques were explained in this chapter. 
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5. Time-Domain Simulations of Ship 

Berthing Operation 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

5.1 Preamble 

 

With the methodologies mentioned above, time-domain simulation programs have 

been developed and simulations have been performed with the following steps: 

 

(1) Simulating and comparing berthing operations using Proportional Derivative 

(PD) control 

 

- Application of Kose’s mathematical model 

 

- Application of MMG model 

 

(2) Comparing project analysis with the result from Artificial Neural Network 

 

(3) Performing statistical analysis 

 

- Simulation time 550 seconds 

 

- Simulation time 650 seconds 

 

(4) Simulating berthing operations using Model Predictive Control (MPC) 
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5.2 Berthing Simulation using Proportional Derivative (PD) Control 

 

The simulation results using PD control algorithm are presented in this chapter.  As 

described in the previous chapter, the simulations have been performed in four 

different cases with different initial positions, heading angles and speed for a tanker 

ship and the coordinates of the initial positions for each case are (-5L, 4L), (-5L, 3L) 

and (-6L, 2L), where L denotes the length of the model ship.  Through this chapter, 

the simulation case for the initial position of (-5L, 4L) is analysed and Kose’s 

mathematical model for low advance speed of ships and the MMG model for normal 

advance speed are applied for comparative analysis.  Table 5.1 shows the simulation 

cases and conditions in this study and table 5.2 presents the hydrodynamic derivatives 

of Kose’s mathematical model.  For the simulation using PD control, simulation time 

is set to 2000 seconds and sampling time is set to 0.1 seconds. 

 

Through the simulation, the ship trajectory of berthing operation is presented for 

showing the entire movement of the model ship.  And also, the variations of RPS and 

𝛿𝑟 are shown in figures to be analysed for the control of speed and rudder angle of the 

ship.  Furthermore, the variation of heading angle is presented to be analysed in 

accordance with the control algorithm. 

 

Table 5.1 Simulation case and condition 

Case 

Ship 

Position 

(L: Ship 

Length) 

Heading 

Angle of 

Ship 

(Degree) 

Ship 

Speed 

(m/s) 

Rudder 

Height 

h (m) 

Rudder 

Area 

Ar (m2) 

Rudder 

Aspect 

Ratio 

λr 

Simulation 

Time 

(Sec) 

(a) (-5L,4L) -40 
3.0, 

4.0 

12.94, 

15 

98, 

131.66 
1.709 2000 

(b) (-5L,4L) -70 
3.0, 

4.0 

12.94, 

15 

98, 

131.66 
1.709 2000 

(c) (-5L,3L) -40 
3.0, 

4.0 

12.94, 

15 

98, 

131.66 
1.709 2000 

(d) (-6L,2L) -30 3.0 12.94 98 1.709 2000 
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Table 5.2 Hydrodynamic derivatives of Kose's mathematical model 

Xvr
∗  −0.310 × 10−2 Nvvr

∗  −0.981 × 10−2 

Xuu
∗  −0.457 × 10−3 Yv

∗ −2.222 × 10−2 

Xuvv
∗  2.927 × 10−3 Yvv

∗  −2.173 × 10−2 

Xvvr
∗  −0.558 × 10−2 Yvvvvv

∗  0.0 

Nuv
∗  −7.910 × 10−3 Yr

∗ 1.287 × 10−5 

Nr
∗ −1.632 × 10−4 Yur

∗  0.510 × 10−2 

Nrrr
∗  −0.776 × 10−2 Yuvvr

∗  −0.851 × 10−2 

Nur
∗  −1.584 × 10−3 Yvrr

∗  −0.874 × 10−2 
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5.2.1 Application of Kose’s Mathematical Model 

 

(1) Initial speed of ship 3 m/s in Kose’s model 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose's mathematical model: initial posision of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.1 shows the trajectory for berthing operation of the model ship using PD 

controller with the Kose’s mathematical model in case where the initial position of the 

model ship is (-5L, 4L), the initial heading angle is -40 degrees and the initial ship 

speed is 3 m/s.  Also, 12.94 m of rudder height and 98 m2 of rudder area are applied in 

this case.  As shown in figure 5.1, the model ship is approaching parallel to the quay 

in the end of simulation. 
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Figure 5.2 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the variation of RPS and rudder angle, δr, during the simulation.  As 

shown in figure 5.2, the variation of rudder angle is stable after movement between -

35 degrees and +35 degrees for about 330 seconds from the beginning of simulation.  

However, the RPS starts to decrease rapidly from about 480 seconds of simulation 

time to stop the model ship and to complete the berthing operation. 
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Figure 5.3 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.3 shows the variation of heading angle ψ with ψLOS  and ψCTE  during the 

berthing operation.  As presented above, actual heading angle ψ is changed with large 

variation from -40 degrees to about -83 degrees at the beginning of the berthing process 

and starts to increase into 0 degree from about 180 seconds of simulation time. 
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Figure 5.4 X and Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.4 shows X and Y variations of the model ship during berthing process.  Under 

the Kose’s mathematical model, the model ship approaches to the target point (0, 0) 

smoothly in X and Y directions and completes the berthing operation successfully in 

about 610 seconds of simulation time. 
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(2) Initial speed of ship 4 m/s in Kose’s model 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose's mathematical model: initial posision of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

Figure 5.5 shows the trajectory for berthing operation of the model ship using PD 

controller with the Kose’s mathematical model in case where the initial position of the 

model ship is (-5L, 4L), the initial heading angle is -40 degrees and the initial ship 

speed is 4 m/s.  Also, 12.94 m of rudder height and 98 m2 of rudder area are applied in 

this case.  As shown in figure 5.5, the berthing operation has been performed 

successfully from the starting point to the target point.  However, the model ship is 

approaching to the line of 50 m above from the quay with about - 4 degrees of heading 

angle. 
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Figure 5.6 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

Figure 5.6 shows the variation of RPS and rudder angle, δr, during the simulation.  As 

shown in figure 5.6, the variation of rudder angle becomes stable after movement 

between about -35 degrees and +35 degrees for about 230 seconds from the beginning 

of simulation.  However, the RPS starts to decrease rapidly from about 380 seconds of 

simulation time to stop the model ship and to complete the berthing operation. 
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Figure 5.7 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

Figure 5.7 shows the variation of heading angle ψ with ψLOS  and ψCTE  during the 

berthing operation.  As presented above, actual heading angle ψ is changed with large 

variation from -40 degrees to about -78 degrees at the beginning of the berthing process 

and starts to increase into 0 degree from about 125 seconds of simulation time. 
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Figure 5.8 X and Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

Figure 5.8 shows X and Y variations of the model ship during berthing process.  Under 

the Kose’s mathematical model, the model ship approaches to the target point (0, 0) 

smoothly in X and Y directions and completes the berthing operation successfully in 

about 490 seconds of simulation time. 
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(3) Increased rudder area with initial speed of ship 4 m/s in Kose’s model 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose's mathematical model: initial posision of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and 

rudder area 131.66 m2 

 

Figure 5.9 shows the trajectory for berthing operation of the model ship using PD 

controller with the Kose’s mathematical model in case where the initial position of the 

model ship is (-5L, 4L), the initial heading angle is -40 degrees, the initial ship speed 

is 4 m/s and the rudder area is 131.66 m2 with rudder height 15 m.  As shown in figure 

5.9, the berthing operation has been performed successfully from the starting point to 

the target point.  However, the model ship is approaching to the line of 50 m above 

from the quay with about - 4 degrees of heading angle. 
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Figure 5.10 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and 

rudder area 131.66 m2 

 

Figure 5.10 shows the variation of RPS and rudder angle, δr, during the simulation.  

As shown in figure 5.10, the variation of rudder angle becomes stable after movement 

between about -35 degrees and +35 degrees for about 130 seconds from the beginning 

of simulation.  However, the RPS starts to decrease rapidly from about 380 seconds of 

simulation time to stop the model ship and to complete the berthing operation. 
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Figure 5.11 Heading ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and 

rudder area 131.66 m2 

 

Figure 5.11 shows the variation of heading angle ψ with ψLOS and ψCTE during the 

berthing operation.  As presented above, actual heading angle ψ is changed with large 

variation from -40 degrees to about -74 degrees at the beginning of the berthing process 

and starts to increase into 0 degree from about 110 seconds of simulation time. 
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Figure 5.12 XY for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller with 

Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and rudder 

area 131.66 m2 

 

Figure 5.12 shows X and Y variations of the model ship during berthing process.  

Under the Kose’s mathematical model, the model ship approaches to the target point 

(0, 0) smoothly in X and Y directions and completes the berthing operation 

successfully in about 490 seconds of simulation time. 
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5.2.2 Application of MMG Model 

 

(1) Initial speed of ship 3 m/s in MMG model 

 

 

Figure 5.13 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.13 shows the trajectory for berthing operation of the model ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model in the case where the initial position of the model 

ship is (-5L, 4L), the initial heading angle is -40 degrees and the initial ship speed is 3 

m/s.  Also, 12.94 m of rudder height and 98 m2 of rudder area are applied in this case.  

As shown in figure 5.13, the model ship is changing its heading smoothly during the 

whole operation and approaching parallel to the quay in the end of simulation. 
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Figure 5.14 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.14 shows the variation of RPS and rudder angle, δr, during the simulation.  

As shown in figure 5.14, the variation of rudder angle is stable between -35 degrees 

and +7 degrees.  However, the RPS starts to decrease rapidly from about 440 seconds 

of simulation time to stop the model ship and to complete the berthing operation. 
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Figure 5.15 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial 

heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.15 shows the variation of heading angle ψ with ψLOS and ψCTE during the 

berthing operation.  As presented above, actual heading angle ψ is changed with large 

variation from -40 degrees to about -75 degrees at the beginning of the berthing process 

and starts to increase into 0 degree from about 110 seconds of simulation time. 
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Figure 5.16 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial 

heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.16 shows X and Y variations of the model ship during berthing process.  

Under the normal MMG model, the model ship approaches to the target point (0, 0) 

smoothly in X and Y directions and completes the berthing operation successfully in 

about 550 seconds of simulation time. 
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(2) Initial speed of ship 4 m/s in MMG model 

 

 

Figure 5.17 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

Figure 5.17 shows the trajectory for berthing operation of the model ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model in the case where the initial position of the model 

ship is (-5L, 4L), the initial heading angle is -40 degrees and the initial ship speed is 4 

m/s.  Also, 12.94 m of rudder height and 98 m2 of rudder area are applied in this case.  

As shown in figure 5.17, the model ship is changing its heading smoothly during the 

whole operation.  However, it is approaching not enough parallel to the quay at the 

end of the simulation and cannot decrease its speed enough before it crashes into the 

quay. 
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Figure 5.18 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

Figure 5.18 shows the variation of RPS and rudder angle, δr, during the simulation.  

As shown in figure 5.18, the variation of rudder angle is stable between -35 degrees 

and +5 degrees.  However, the RPS starts to decrease rapidly from about 350 seconds 

of simulation time to stop the model ship and to complete the berthing operation. 
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Figure 5.19 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial 

heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

Figure 5.19 shows the variation of heading angle ψ with ψLOS and ψCTE during the 

berthing operation.  As presented above, actual heading angle ψ is changed with large 

variation from -40 degrees to about -73 degrees at the beginning of the berthing process 

and starts to increase into 0 degree from about 90 seconds of simulation time. 
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Figure 5.20 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial 

heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

Figure 5.20 shows X and Y variations of the model ship during berthing process.  

Under the normal MMG model, the model ship approaches to the target point (0, 0) 

smoothly in X and Y directions.  However, it approaches 0 in Y direction already at 

450 seconds of simulation time when it is still -250 m in X direction. 
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(3) Increased rudder area with initial speed of ship 4 m/s in MMG model 

 

 

Figure 5.21 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial posision of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and rudder 

area 131.66 m2 

 

Figure 5.21 shows the trajectory for berthing operation of the model ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model in the case where the initial position of the model 

ship is (-5L, 4L), the initial heading angle is -40 degrees, the initial ship speed is 4 m/s 

and rudder area is 131.66 m2 with rudder height 15 m.  As shown in figure 5.21, the 

model ship is changing its heading smoothly during the whole operation.  However, it 

is approaching not enough parallel to the quay at the end of the simulation and cannot 

decrease its speed enough before it crashes into the quay. 
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Figure 5.22 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and rudder 

area 131.66 m2 

 

Figure 5.22 shows the variation of RPS and rudder angle, δr, during the simulation.  

As shown in figure 5.22, the variation of rudder angle is stable between -35 degrees 

and +5 degrees.  However, the RPS starts to decrease rapidly from about 350 seconds 

of simulation time to stop the model ship and to complete the berthing operation. 
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Figure 5.23 Heading ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and rudder 

area 131.66 m2 

 

Figure 5.23 shows the variation of heading angle ψ with ψLOS and ψCTE during the 

berthing operation.  As presented above, actual heading angle ψ is changed with large 

variation from -40 degrees to about -73 degrees at the beginning of the berthing process 

and starts to increase into 0 degree from about 90 seconds of simulation time. 
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Figure 5.24 XY for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller with 

normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of 

ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and rudder area 

131.66 m2 

 

Figure 5.24 shows X and Y variations of the model ship during berthing process.  

Under the normal MMG model, the model ship approaches to the target point (0, 0) 

smoothly in X and Y directions.  However, it approaches 0 in Y direction already at 

450 seconds of simulation time when it is still -250 m in X direction. 
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5.2.3 Comparative Analysis for Kose’s Model and MMG Model 

 

(1) Initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure 5.25 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 

3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.25 shows the trajectories for berthing operation of the model ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model and the normal MMG model in the case 

where the initial position of the ship is (-5L, 4L) and the initial heading angle is -40 

degrees.  For the simulation cases of this study, the initial speed of ship is set up with 

3 m/s and also, 12.94 m of rudder height and 98 m2 of rudder area are applied.  Under 

both mathematical models, the model ships approach to the quay with the angles less 

than 10 degrees at the end of the simulation.  However, under Kose’s mathematical 

model, the heading angle of the model ship is changed more largely compared with 

that under the normal MMG model during the simulation.  Figure 5.26 shows the 

variations of RPS and rudder angle δr  during the simulation and also, figure 5.27 

shows variations of the actual heading angle ψ with ψLOS and ψCTE.  As presented 

from figure 5.26, δr is changed largely and rapidly between about -35 and +35 degrees 

under Kose’s mathematical model though it is changed rather gradually only between 

about -35 and +10 degrees under the normal MMG model.  Furthermore, the RPS 
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keeps 0.7 constantly and starts to decrease rapidly from about 490 seconds of 

simulation time and reach to 0 at around 610 seconds in the case of Kose’s 

mathematical model.  However, it starts to decrease already from about 440 seconds 

and get to 0 at about 550 seconds in the case of the normal MMG model. 

 

 

Figure 5.26 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 

3 m/s 

 

 

Figure 5.27 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure 5.28 X and Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.28 shows comparison of the two mathematical models for X and Y variations 

of the model ship during berthing process and the model ship approaches to the target 

point (0, 0) more smoothly and also, in shorter time of simulation under the normal 

MMG model compared with the Kose’s mathematical model. 

 

According to the mathematical models presented in Chapter 3, it is considered that the 

difference of rudder movement and speed of ship between Kose’s model and normal 

MMG could be caused by the terms derived by accelerations and it would have an 

effect on the difference of ship movement and trajectories between the two different 

mathematical models.  As presented in table 5.3, table 5.4 and table 5.5, there are the 

derivatives by acceleration only in normal MMG model but in Kose’s model.  Table 

5.3 shows the derivatives of surge equation in the mathematical models and table 5.4 

shows the derivatives of sway equation.  Also, table 5.5 shows the derivatives of yaw 

equation in the two mathematical models. 
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Table 5.3 Derivatives of surge equation in mathematical models 

Surge 

Derivative 
𝑋�̇� 𝑋𝑢 𝑌�̇� 𝑋𝑣𝑣 𝑋𝑟𝑟 𝑋𝑣𝑟 𝑋𝑢𝑢 𝑋𝑢𝑣𝑣 𝑋𝑣𝑣𝑟 

Kose      ● ● ● ● 

MMG ● ● ● ● ● ●    

 

Table 5.4 Derivatives of sway equation in mathematical models 

Sway 

Derivative 
𝑌�̇� 𝑌�̇� 𝑌𝑣 𝑌𝑟 𝑌𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑌𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑌𝑣𝑣𝑟 𝑌𝑣𝑟𝑟 𝑌𝑣𝑣 𝑌𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑌𝑢𝑟 𝑌𝑢𝑣𝑣𝑟 

Kose   ● ●    ● ● ● ● ● 

MMG ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●     

 

Table 5.5 Derivatives of yaw equation in mathematical models 

Yaw 

Derivative 
𝑁�̇� 𝑁�̇� 𝑁𝑣 𝑁𝑟 𝑁𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑁𝑣𝑣𝑟 𝑁𝑣𝑟𝑟 𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑁𝑢𝑣 𝑁𝑢𝑟 

Kose    ●  ●  ● ● ● 

MMG ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●   
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(2) Initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure 5.29 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 

4 m/s 

 

Figure 5.29 shows the trajectories for berthing operation of the model ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model and the normal MMG model in the case 

where the initial position of the ship is (-5L, 4L) and the initial heading angle is -40 

degrees.  For the simulation cases of this study, the initial speed of ship is set up with 

4 m/s and also, 12.94 m of rudder height and 98 m2 of rudder area are applied.  With 

both mathematical models, the model ship approaches to the quay along with a smooth 

path.  Under the Kose’s mathematical model, the heading angle of the model ship is 

changed more largely compared with that under the normal MMG model during the 

simulation and the berthing operation is completed successfully.  However, under the 

normal MMG model, the heading angle is not changed enough for having successful 

berthing operation.  Figure 5.30 shows the variations of RPS and rudder angle δr 

during the simulation and also, figure 5.31 shows variations of the actual heading angle 

ψ with ψLOS  and ψCTE .  As presented from figure 5.30, δr  is changed largely and 

rapidly between about -35 and +35 degrees under Kose’s mathematical model though 

it is changed rather gradually only between about -35 and +5 degrees under the normal 

MMG model.  Furthermore, the RPS keeps 0.7 constantly and starts to decrease rapidly 

from about 380 seconds of simulation time and reach to 0.3 at around 490 seconds in 
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the case of Kose’s mathematical model.  However, it starts to decrease already from 

about 350 seconds and get to 0.3 at about 445 seconds in the case of the normal MMG 

model. 

 

 

Figure 5.30 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 

4 m/s 

 

 

Figure 5.31 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure 5.32 X and Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

Figure 5.32 shows comparison of the two mathematical models for X and Y variations 

of the model ship during berthing process and the model ship approaches to the target 

point (0, 0) more smoothly and also, in shorter time of simulation under the normal 

MMG model compared with the Kose’s mathematical model.  However, the model 

ship arrives nearly 0 m in Y direction already with about -300 m in X direction at about 

500 seconds of simulation time under the Kose’s mathematical model and also, arrives 

0 m in Y direction with about -280 m in X direction at about 450 seconds of simulation 

time under the normal MMG model. 
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(3) Increased rudder area with initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure 5.33 Trajectory for simulation of tanker ship using PD controller with (a) 

Kose’s model and (b) MMG: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and rudder 

area 131.66 m2 

 

Figure 5.33 shows the trajectories for berthing operation of the model ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model and the normal MMG model in the case 

where the initial position of the ship is (-5L, 4L) and the initial heading angle is -40 

degrees.  For the simulation cases of this study, the initial speed of ship is set up with 

4 m/s and rudder area is 131.66 m2 with rudder height 15 m.  With both mathematical 

models, the model ship approaches to the quay along with a smooth path.  Under the 

Kose’s mathematical model, the heading angle of the model ship is changed more 

largely compared with that under the normal MMG model during the simulation and 

the berthing operation is completed successfully.  However, under the normal MMG 

model, the heading angle is not changed enough for having successful berthing 

operation.  Figure 5.34 shows the variations of RPS and rudder angle δr during the 

simulation and also, figure 5.35 shows variations of the actual heading angle ψ with 

ψLOS  and ψCTE .  As presented in figure 5.34, δr  is changed largely and rapidly 

between about -35 and +35 degrees under Kose’s mathematical model though it is 

changed rather gradually only between about -35 and +5 degrees under the normal 

MMG model.  Furthermore, the RPS keeps 0.7 constantly and starts to decrease rapidly 
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from about 380 seconds of simulation time and reach to 0.3 at around 490 seconds in 

the case of Kose’s mathematical model.  However, it starts to decrease already from 

about 350 seconds and get to 0.3 at about 445 seconds in the case of the normal MMG 

model. 

 

 

Figure 5.34 RPS and δr for simulation of tanker ship using PD controller with (a) 

Kose’s model and (b) MMG: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and rudder 

area 131.66 m2 

 

 

Figure 5.35 Heading ψ for simulation of tanker ship using PD controller with (a) 

Kose’s model and (b) MMG: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and rudder 

area 131.66 m2 
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Figure 5.36 XY for simulation of tanker ship using PD controller with (a) Kose’s 

model and (b) MMG: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of 

ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s, rudder height 15 m and rudder area 

131.66 m2 

 

Figure 5.36 shows comparison of the two mathematical models for X and Y variations 

of the model ship during berthing process and the model ship approaches to the target 

point (0, 0) more smoothly and also, in shorter time of simulation under the normal 

MMG model compared with the Kose’s mathematical model.  However, the model 

ship arrives nearly 0 m in Y direction already with about -300 m in X direction at about 

500 seconds of simulation time under the Kose’s mathematical model and also, arrives 

0 m in Y direction with about -280 m in X direction at about 450 seconds of simulation 

time under the normal MMG model. 
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(4) Comparative analysis for different rudder areas in initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

As presented above, berthing simulations have been performed for two different rudder 

heights and areas in the initial ship speed 4 m/s.  In this study, rudder aspect ratio, λr 

is set for 1.709 as presented in ship particulars in table 4.1 and particularly RPS and 

rudder angle δr are compared in different rudder conditions to see the effect on control 

of rudder movement and ship speed.  Figure 5.37 shows the comparison between the 

results for rudder area 98 m2 and 131.66 m2 in Kose’s model and figure 5.38 shows 

the comparison of results in the normal MMG model.  As shown in the results, the 

rudder angle is kept in large for shorter time with the increased rudder area to change 

the ship heading for berthing operation in both of Kose’s model and normal MMG 

model. 

 

 

Figure 5.37 RPS and δr for simulation of tanker ship, PD controller with Kose’s 

model (a) h 12.94 m, Ar 98 m2 (b) h 15 m, Ar 131.66 m2: initial position of ship (-

5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure 5.38 RPS and δr for simulation of tanker ship, PD controller with MMG 

(a) h 12.94 m, Ar 98 m2 (b) h 15 m, Ar 131.66 m2: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees, initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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5.3 Comparative Analysis for Proportional Derivative (PD) Control and 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

 

 

Figure 5.39 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using (a) PD 

controller and (b) ANN controller (Hasegawa and Kitera, 1993) with Kose’s 

mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -40 

degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.39 shows the trajectories of the tanker ship for berthing simulations using PD 

control algorithm and ANN algorithm with Kose’s mathematical model in the case 

where the initial position of the ship is (-5L, 4L) and the initial heading angle is -40 

degrees.  For the simulation cases of this study, the initial speed of ship is also set up 

with 3 m/s.  In the case of PD control algorithm, the heading angle of the model ship 

changes more largely during the simulation compared with the case of ANN algorithm.  

However, in the case of PD control algorithm, the ship approaches to the quay more 

in parallel during the end period of simulation compared with the case of ANN 

algorithm.  Figure 5.40 shows the variations of RPS and the rudder angle δr during the 

simulations of both cases and δr shows stabler variation in the case of PD control 

algorithm compared with the case of ANN control algorithm. 
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Figure 5.40 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using (a) PD 

controller and (b) ANN controller (Hasegawa and Kitera, 1993) with Kose’s 

mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -40 

degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 
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5.4 Statistical Analysis 

 

Statistical analysis for berthing operation has been designed to obtain valuable data 

about initial conditions of a ship for having successful berthing and it has been 

performed in two different simulation times which include 550 seconds and 650 

seconds.  The four different starting points for the simulation of ship berthing operation 

have been selected as introduced in the previous chapter.  Firstly, twenty cases of initial 

heading angle have been chosen randomly between -180 degrees and +180 degrees on 

the starting points of berthing operation to find the range of heading angles for having 

effective simulation of berthing operation and the range from -90 degrees to 0 degree 

has been selected.  For having accuracy of the analysis, the procedure and the results 

have been reviewed by Prof. B. S. Kang in college of business administration of Kyung 

Hee University in Republic of Korea. 

 

5.4.1 Simulation Time 550 seconds 

 

The range of heading angles has been divided to three steps and each step is 30 degrees.  

For the cases of 550 seconds of simulation time, the two mathematical models have 

been applied and ten cases of initial heading angle have been chosen randomly for 

each step of heading angles.  As shown in table 5.6, only 21 cases from the starting 

point (-3L, 5L) are successful among the whole trials of 120 cases from four starting 

points and, in particular, only one case on the heading step, -30 degrees to 0 degree, is 

successful for the berthing simulation. 

 

Under the MMG model, all cases for the starting point (-3L, 5L) are successful, 

however, there is no other successful case from the other starting points as presented 

in table 5.7.  Totally, 30 cases among all trials from the four starting points are 

successful. 
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Table 5.6 Kose (heading step: 30 degrees, random initial heading: 10 cases for 

each) 

Range of Initial 

Heading Angle 

(degree) 

Initial Position 

(L=Length of the 

ship) 

[0, -30] [-30, -60] [-60, -90] Sum 

(-3L, 5L) 1 10 10 21 

(-5L, 3L) 0 0 0 0 

(-5L, 4L) 0 0 0 0 

(-6L, 2L) 0 0 0 0 

Sum 1 10 10 21 

 

Table 5.7 MMG (heading step: 30 degrees, random initial heading: 10 cases for 

each) 

Range of Initial 

Heading Angle 

(degree) 

Initial Position 

(L=Length of the 

ship) 

[0, -30] [-30, -60] [-60, -90] Sum 

(-3L, 5L) 10 10 10 30 

(-5L, 3L) 0 0 0 0 

(-5L, 4L) 0 0 0 0 

(-6L, 2L) 0 0 0 0 

Sum 10 10 10 30 
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5.4.2 Simulation Time 650 seconds 

 

The simulation time has been extended to 650 seconds for finding further performance 

of berthing operation in the longer simulation time.  For the cases of 650 seconds of 

simulation time, only Kose’s mathematical model has been applied since it has been 

found that many simulation cases with MMG model have not presented successful 

berthing operation in the extended simulation time. 

 

For the first step, as done in the cases of 550 seconds, the range of heading angles has 

been divided to three steps and each step is 30 degrees.  Also, ten cases of initial 

heading angle have been chosen randomly for each step of heading angles.  As shown 

in table 5.8, all cases from the starting points (-3L, 5L), (-5L, 3L) and (-5L, 4L) with 

the heading angles between -90 and -60 degrees and between -60 and -30 degrees are 

successful for berthing operation, however, there is not any successful case from the 

starting point (-6L, 2L) with any step of heading angles.  With heading angles between 

-30 to 0 degrees, only 7 cases and 4 cases are successful from the starting points (-5L, 

-3L) and (-5L, 4L) accordingly.  From the starting point (-3L, 5L), all cases are 

successful with heading angles between -30 and 0 degrees as well as between -90 and 

-60 degrees and between -60 and -30 degrees. 

 

For the next step, the number of random cases of initial heading angle has been 

increased to 30 to get the valuable numbers of data for analysing statistically.  In this 

simulation, all cases from the starting points (-3L, 5L), (-5L, 3L) and (-5L, 4L) with 

the heading angles between -90 and -60 degrees and between -60 and -30 degrees are 

successful for berthing operation and, with the heading angles between -30 and 0 

degrees, 30, 19 and 12 cases from the starting points (-3L, 5L), (-5L, 3L) and (-5L, 4L) 

are successful accordingly.  Furthermore, there is no successful case from the starting 

point (-6L, 2L) with any step of heading angles between -90 and 0 degrees as shown 

in table 5.9. 

 

Lastly, the range of heading angles has been divided more minutely for the detailed 

analysis.  The number of heading steps is 6 and each step is 15 degrees accordingly.  
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In this case, simulation has been performed only from the starting points (-3L, 5L), (-

5L, 3L) and (-5L, 4L) since, as shown above, the simulations from the starting point 

(-6L, 2L) have not had any successful performance for berthing operation in the limited 

times through the previous cases.  As presented in table 5.10, the number of cases for 

successful berthing operation is decreasing as the step of heading angles is getting 

close to 0 degree.  With heading angles between -30 and -15 degrees, only 22 cases 

are successful from the starting point (-5L, 4L) though all cases are successful from 

the starting points (-3L, 5L) and (-5L, 3L).  Furthermore, with heading angles between 

-15 and 0 degrees, only 10 cases are successful from the starting point (-5L, 3L) and 

there is no successful case from the starting point (-5L, 4L).  However, all cases from 

the starting point (-3L, 5L) are successful in whole range of heading angles between -

90 and 0 degrees. 

 

Table 5.8 Kose (heading step: 30 degrees, random initial heading: 10 cases for 

each) 

Range of Initial 

Heading Angle 

(degree) 

Initial Position 

(L=Length of the 

ship) 

[0, -30] [-30, -60] [-60, -90] Sum 

(-3L, 5L) 10 10 10 30 

(-5L, 3L) 7 10 10 27 

(-5L, 4L) 4 10 10 24 

(-6L, 2L) 0 0 0 0 

Sum 21 30 30 81 
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Table 5.9 Kose (heading step: 30 degrees, random initial heading: 30 cases for 

each) 

Range of Initial 

Heading Angle 

(degree) 

Initial Position 

(L=Length of the 

ship) 

[0, -30] [-30, -60] [-60, -90] Sum 

(-3L, 5L) 30 30 30 90 

(-5L, 3L) 19 30 30 79 

(-5L, 4L) 12 30 30 72 

(-6L, 2L) 0 0 0 0 

Sum 61 90 90 241 

 

Table 5.10 Kose (heading step: 15 degrees, random initial heading: 30 cases for 

each) 

Range of 

Initial 

Heading 

Angle 

(degree) 

Initial 

Position 

(L=Length 

of the ship) 

[0, -15] 
[-15,    

-30] 

[-30,    

-45] 

[-45,    

-60] 

[-60,    

-75] 

[-75,    

-90] 
Sum 

(-3L, 5L) 30 30 30 30 30 30 180 

(-5L, 3L) 10 30 30 30 30 30 160 

(-5L, 4L) 0 22 30 30 30 30 142 

Sum 40 82 90 90 90 90 482 
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5.5 Berthing Simulation using Model Predictive Control 

 

Using Model Predictive Control, the optimal trajectory of ship berthing operation is 

generated through path planning and the actual path to follow the optimal one is 

calculated through path tracking. 

 

 

Figure 5.41 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using MPC with 

Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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As shown in figure 5.41, the optimal trajectory for berthing operation of the model 

ship is generated by Model Predictive Control with the Kose’s mathematical model in 

case where the initial position of the model ship is (-5L, 4L), the initial heading angle 

is - 40 degrees and the initial ship speed is 3 m/s.  For the simulation case of this study, 

12.94 m of rudder height and 98 m2 of rudder area are applied.  From the optimal 

trajectory, it shows the optimal path for the model ship to be berthed from the start 

point to the target point with 0 m/s of ship speed and 0 degree of ship heading angle to 

be stopped parallel to the quay at the end of the berthing operation. 

 

Also, figure 5.42 presents the variations of X position 𝑋𝐺, Y position 𝑌𝐺, heading angle 

𝑝𝑠𝑖 , surge velocity 𝑢 , sway velocity 𝑣  and yaw rate 𝑟  for path planning and path 

tracking with Model Predictive Control. 

 

 

Figure 5.42 X position XG, Y position YG, heading angle psi, surge velocity u, 

sway velocity v and yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker using MPC with 

Kose’s model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -40 degrees 

and initial speed 3 m/s 
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Figure 5.43 Actual and optimal trajectories for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using MPC with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Furthermore, figure 5.43 presents the actual trajectory of the model ship compared 

with the optimal trajectory and it is found that the two trajectories are well matched.  

As shown in the results, the simulation of ship berthing operation with path planning 

and path tracking has been performed successfully with Model Predictive Control. 
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Figure 5.44 Diagram for berthing simulation of tanker ship using MPC with 

Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

Figure 5.44 presents the diagram of berthing operation by Model Predictive Control. 
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5.6 Closure 

 

Development of automatic time-domain simulation program for ship berthing 

operation is performed and the simulation results are presented. 

 

Firstly, simulations by the developed simulation programs using PD control with 

Kose’s mathematical model and normal MMG are performed, and the results show 

stable berthing operations in both of mathematical models.  However, it is recognised 

that the model ship moves in larger range of rudder and heading angle of the ship with 

longer time of berthing operation in the simulation with Kose’s model compared with 

the simulation with normal MMG model. 

 

Secondly, simulation result from the developed simulation program using PD control 

is well matched with the result of ANN by Hasegawa.  Furthermore, the control of 

rudder angle is steadier in PD control than in ANN. 

 

Thirdly, statistical analysis presents the initial conditions of ship berthing for 

successful operation. 

 

Lastly, simulation result from the developed simulation program using MPC is 

presented and generating an optimal trajectory and following the path are performed 

successfully.  
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6. Discussion 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

6.1 Preamble 

 

In this thesis, development of time-domain simulation program of berthing operation 

of ships has been presented, in particular, addressing control methodology and 

algorithm.  Berthing operation is most difficult procedure on ship manoeuvring.  

Specially, control of ship speed and heading angle is highlighted issue for safe and 

time-saving berthing operation. 

 

The fundamental design of the ship control system has remained virtually unchanged 

for several decades.  Commercial autopilots found on the majority of vessels as sea 

still employ proportional, integral and derivative (PID) algorithms to control the 

heading in either course-keeping or course-changing mode.  Such controllers are 

designed as single input-single output systems using Nomoto type transfer function 

models (Burns, 1995) (Nomoto, 1966). 

 

This chapter elaborates on discussion of the major results of the thesis.  Following a 

reference to the contribution of the thesis to the field in question, a general discussion 

is presented highlighting the difficulties encountered in the development of the various 

concepts, and the manner in which these difficulties were handled.  The chapter 

concludes with recommendations for further research. 

 

 

6.2 Own Contribution 

 

Most of all, the research has been performed with entire review of control 

methodologies of ship manoeuvring, in particular, for berthing operation and also has 

been aiming to find the methodology for developing an effective simulation program 
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for berthing procedure.  In this respect, the fundamental idea for overcoming 

drawbacks from different approaches has been presented. 

 

Secondly, the simulations have been performed with two different mathematical 

models, the normal MMG and Kose’s, and this study gives the answer for how a 

simulation program works in low advance speed of a ship on berthing operation with 

different mathematical models and how it needs to be improved, particularly, in matter 

of simulating the control of ship heading and speed on ship motions. 

 

As the third contribution, the project has been undertaken for developing the 

simulation program with a new control algorithm.  In most updated control 

technologies, the fuzzy and the neural network controller have been expected for 

replacing traditional PID control system.  However, these algorithms still need to be 

improved for overcoming their unstable performance.  Through this thesis, a new 

control methodology with PD control and Model Predictive Control has been provided 

for aiming improved performance of ship berthing simulation. 

 

Overall, this thesis proposed improved time-domain simulation program which is 

aiming to give more accurate result for ship berthing operation.  Initial applications 

demonstrate the potential of the approach as an effective ship berthing simulation 

program.  In this respect, the thesis has served its principal aim and objectives, as stated 

in Chapter 2. 

 

 

6.3 Recommendations for Further Research 

 

Berthing operation is the most important and difficult procedure in ship manoeuvring 

and gives many different questions to overcome.  With reference to the points 

discussed above, a few recommendations for further research and development are as 

follows; 

 

a) Improving control algorithm 
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b) Time and energy-saving control of berthing operation 

 

c) Improved mathematical model considering bank effect and shallow water 

condition in harbour environment 

 

 

6.4 Closure 

 

In this chapter, the major results of the thesis have been discussed.  Development of 

automatic time-domain simulation program of berthing operation of ships is the area 

of research that will develop in the future, demonstrating the benefits that can be 

gained by its application and exploitation.  It is hoped that this thesis has contributed 

positively towards this scope. 
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7. Conclusion 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Through the project performed, the main conclusions are drawn as follows. 

 

a) To predict the berthing operations accurately, it is essential to have an 

improved mathematical model together with control algorithms with outputs 

which can be used by ship personnel. 

 

b) The developed simulation program using PD control algorithm presents good 

performance for controlling rudder and heading angle of the model ship in both 

of Kose’s mathematical model and normal MMG model and shows stabler 

control of rudder angle than the program using ANN by Hasegawa. 

 

c) For successful berthing operations, the selection of the initial values of heading 

angle, position of ship and speed are critical. 

 

d) It has been possible to simulate ship berthing operation using Model Predictive 

Control while incorporating path generating and path following features. 
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A. Appendix. Simulation Result 
 

 

A.1 Application of Kose’s Mathematical Model 

 

(1) Initial speed of ship 3 m/s in Kose’s model 

 

(a) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.1 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.2 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 

4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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(b) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.3 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.4 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.5 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.6 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.7 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 

4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.8 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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(c) Initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.9 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.10 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.11 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.12 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.13 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 

3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.14 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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(d) Initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial heading angle of ship -30 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.15 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial heading 

angle of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.16 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), 

initial heading angle of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.17 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), 

initial heading angle of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.18 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial heading 

angle of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.19 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-6L, 

2L), initial heading angle of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.20 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), 

initial heading angle of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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(2) Initial speed of ship 4 m/s in Kose’s model 

 

(a) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.21 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure A.22 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 

4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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(b) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.23 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.24 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure A.25 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.26 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading 

angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure A.27 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 

4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.28 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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(c) Initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.29 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.30 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure A.31 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.32 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading 

angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure A.33 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 

3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.34 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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A.2 Application of MMG Model 

 

(1) Initial speed of ship 3 m/s in MMG model 

 

(a) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.35 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.36 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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(b) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.37 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.38 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial 

heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.39 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial 

heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.40 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.41 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.42 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial 

heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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(c) Initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.43 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.44 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial 

heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.45 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial 

heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.46 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.47 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.48 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial 

heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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(d) Initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial heading angle of ship -30 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.49 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial heading angle 

of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.50 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial 

heading angle of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.51 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial 

heading angle of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.52 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial heading angle 

of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.53 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), 

initial heading angle of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.54 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial 

heading angle of ship -30 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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(2) Initial speed of ship 4 m/s in MMG model 

 

(a) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.55 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure A.56 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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(b) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.57 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.58 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial 

heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure A.59 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial 

heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.60 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure A.61 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), 

initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.62 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial 

heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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(c) Initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.63 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.64 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial 

heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure A.65 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial 

heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.66 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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Figure A.67 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), 

initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.68 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with normal MMG model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial 

heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 
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A.3 Comparative Analysis for Kose’s Model and MMG Model 

 

(1) Initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

(a) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.69 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 

3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.70 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG 

model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and 

initial speed 3 m/s 
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(b) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.71 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.72 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and initial speed 

3 m/s 
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Figure A.73 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and initial speed 

3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.74 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 
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Figure A.75 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG 

model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and 

initial speed 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.76 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and initial speed 

3 m/s 
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(c) Initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.77 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.78 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and initial speed 

3 m/s 
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Figure A.79 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and initial speed 

3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.80 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 
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Figure A.81 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG 

model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and 

initial speed 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.82 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and initial speed 

3 m/s 
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(2) Initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

(a) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.83 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 

4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.84 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG 

model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and 

initial speed 4 m/s 
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(b) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.85 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and initial speed 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.86 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and initial speed 

4 m/s 
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Figure A.87 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and initial speed 

4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.88 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and initial speed 4 m/s 
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Figure A.89 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG 

model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and 

initial speed 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.90 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees and initial speed 

4 m/s 
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(c) Initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees 

and initial speed of ship 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.91 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and initial speed 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.92 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and initial speed 

4 m/s 
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Figure A.93 Heading angle ψ for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and initial speed 

4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.94 Yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD controller 

with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: initial position 

of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and initial speed 4 m/s 
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Figure A.95 Surge (u) and sway (v) velocity for berthing simulation of tanker ship 

using PD controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG 

model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and 

initial speed 4 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.96 X, Y variation for berthing simulation of tanker ship using PD 

controller with (a) Kose’s mathematical model and (b) normal MMG model: 

initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees and initial speed 

4 m/s 
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A.4 Comparative Analysis for Proportional Derivative (PD) Control and 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

 

(1) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

The result is shown and explained in Chapter 5. 

 

(2) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.97 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using (a) PD 

controller and (b) ANN controller (Hasegawa and Kitera, 1993) with Kose’s 

mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 

degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 
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Figure A.98 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using (a) PD 

controller and (b) ANN controller (Hasegawa and Kitera, 1993) with Kose’s 

mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 

degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 

 

(3) Initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.99 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using (a) PD 

controller and (b) ANN controller (Hasegawa and Kitera, 1993) with Kose’s 

mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 

degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 
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Figure A.100 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using (a) PD 

controller and (b) ANN controller (Hasegawa and Kitera, 1993) with Kose’s 

mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 

degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 

 

(4) Initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial heading angle of ship -30 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.101 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using (a) PD 

controller and (b) ANN controller (Hasegawa and Kitera, 1993) with Kose’s 

mathematical model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial heading angle -30 

degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 
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Figure A.102 RPS and δr for berthing simulation of tanker ship using (a) PD 

controller and (b) ANN controller (Hasegawa and Kitera, 1993) with Kose’s 

mathematical model: initial position of ship (-6L, 2L), initial heading angle -30 

degrees and initial speed 3 m/s 
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A.5 Berthing Simulation using Model Predictive Control 

 

(1) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

The result is shown and explained in Chapter 5. 

 

(2) Initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.103 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using MPC with 

Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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Figure A.104 X position XG, Y position YG, heading angle psi, surge velocity u, 

sway velocity v and yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker using MPC with 

Kose’s model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle -70 degrees 

and initial speed 3 m/s 
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Figure A.105 Actual and optimal trajectories for berthing simulation of tanker 

ship using MPC with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 

4L), initial heading angle of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.106 Diagram for berthing simulation of tanker ship using MPC with 

Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 4L), initial heading angle 

of ship -70 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 
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(3) Initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and 

initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.107 Trajectory for berthing simulation of tanker ship using MPC with 

Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.108 X position XG, Y position YG, heading angle psi, surge velocity u, 

sway velocity v and yaw rate r for berthing simulation of tanker using MPC with 

Kose’s model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle -40 degrees 

and initial speed 3 m/s 
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Figure A.109 Actual and optimal trajectories for berthing simulation of tanker 

ship using MPC with Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 

3L), initial heading angle of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 

 

 

Figure A.110 Diagram for berthing simulation of tanker ship using MPC with 

Kose’s mathematical model: initial position of ship (-5L, 3L), initial heading angle 

of ship -40 degrees and initial speed of ship 3 m/s 


